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What Do We Mean by Smart
Contracts? Open Challenges in
Smart Contracts

Maria G. Vigliotti*

Sandblocks Consulting Ltd., London, United Kingdom

Contracts regulate most of our professional and personal life: they enable modern

society to operate. The term “Smart Contract,” coined in 1994 by Nick Szabo, means

different things to different people. This editorial perspective explores the meanings of

the term “smart contract” and the challenges about the legality of “smart contracts.” We

are familiar with contracts written in natural language, yet our relationships with smart

contracts is yet to be defined. The advent of blockchain technology seems to have

accelerated the development and the opportunities for the adoption of smart contracts.

The purpose of this editorial is to create an interdisciplinary section where computer

scientists and members of the legal profession participate in a constructive debate

around smart contracts to positively influence future development.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the term “smart” has become very popular: we live in “smart cities,” we use “smart
fridges” or “smart ovens,” and of course, we could not function without our “smart phones.”

The adjective “smart” means the object’s functionality has been vastly improved by means of
software applications i.e., part of the functionality has been automatized. The “smart oven” will
cook food as his obsolete counterpart, but is can be switched on and off remotely and monitored
from distance. A smart phone is a phone that enables us to call people without having to touch the
pad, and it will perform other valuable (yet repetitive) tasks for us.

When it comes to a “smart contract,” is it correct to conclude that it is a:

contract where some of its functionality has been improved by means of software applications?

To answer the question, we will investigate the history of smart contracts and answer the following
questions

• Are smart contract really contracts?
• Who is using smart contracts?
• Can smart contracts be deployed only on the blockchain?
• What are the current open challenges?

2. ARE SMART CONTRACTS REALLY CONTRACTS?

To address the question whether (Vigliotti and Jones, 2020) a smart contract is really a contract
requires the understanding of the term “contract.” According to the law of England and Wales, a
“contract is a legally binding agreement, which can be enforced in a court of law.” Furthermore, a
contract requires four elements:
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1. Offer
2. Acceptance
3. Consideration, and
4. Intent to create a legal relation

An agreement stipulates clauses and sets out obligations among
parties, however clauses’ enforcement would happen outside a
court of law. To summarize, all contracts are agreements, but not
all agreements are contracts.

Most contracts are presented in written form as a customary
way to keep evidence of the agreed clauses. In some cases,
however, the law prescribes the form of the contracts: for
example, selling a property requires a written contract i.e., an
oral contract could not be recognized in the court of law. As
the law of England and Wales doesn’t always specify the form
a contract, it would be possible for a piece of code satisfying
the four conditions to be considered, at least in principle, legally
binding. This hypothesis will need to be tested in the courts of
England andWales (The LawTechDelivery Panel, 2020). In other
jurisdictions around the world, contracts have different status so
whether a contract written in code is legally binding depends
on the country’s legal system. In some extreme cases, like in
Italy, a need for new legislation could arise as opposed to judges’
interpretation as in the law of England and Wales.

For the purpose of this article, we define a smart contract

as an agreement among multiple parties written at least in part in
computer code

meaning that there exist a piece of software that executes, and
in some cases enforces, some of the terms of the agreement.
The terms of the agreement may or may not be understood by
the participants.

3. WHO IS USING SMART CONTRACTS?

Many of us already use smart contracts, without realizing it!
Contactless bank card’s payments for tube, bus journeys, or
bike hiring are examples of deployment of smart contracts.
Traditionally, bike hire would involve physically signing a
document explaining the price and conditions associated to the
rental; a deposit could be taken to cover potential damages.
The document constitute the physical evidence of the contract
and the payment would be taken when the bike is returned. By
contrast, when we use bank cards to directly hire “smart bikes”
from docking stations located in a “smart city” like London,
Paris or Berlin, the bike is released and the correct amount of
money is debited from the bank account when the bike has
been returned. The clauses of the contracts are automatically
managed without the need of human intervention. There is
a strong argument to be made for this type of transaction,
not least because cutting out human involvement speeds up
the process and reduces costs. The Internet has accelerated the
deployment of “smart agreements”: the Article 9 of the European
Union’s Electronic Commerce Directive (Directive on electronic
commerce, 2000) requires all member states to ensure that their
legal systems facilitates the deployment of electronic contracts.
The EU Commerce Directive (Directive on electronic commerce,

2000) uses the term “electronic contract,” which essentially covers
definition of smart contracts deployed in the this article.

3.1. A Brief History of Smart Contracts
Nick Szabo, an American computer scientist, is thought to have
first used the term smart contract in an article in 1994. He wrote
(Szabo, 1994):

A smart contract is a computerized transaction protocol that

executes the terms of a contract. The general objectives

of smart-contract design are to satisfy common contractual

conditions (such as payment terms, liens, confidentiality, and

even enforcement), minimise exceptions both malicious and

accidental, and minimise the need for trusted intermediaries.

Related economic goals include lowering fraud loss, arbitration

and enforcement costs, and other transaction costs.

Szabo’s main thesis is that contracts are essential for trust in
functioning societies. Two years later Szabo observed (Szabo,
1996):

Whether enforced by a government, or otherwise, the contract is

the basic building block of a free market economy.

Since the 1990s, computer scientists and mathematicians have
created the technical tools to automate contracts. More to the
point some technology to enable early and rudimentary form
of smart contracts already existed at the time when Szabo was
sharing his thoughts with the world. Example of such technology
is the DigitCash by Chaum et al. (1988), a payment system that
protected users’ privacy.

Furthermore, Szabo believed that to make smart contracts
more valuable to society they need to be: verifiable, observable,
and enforceable. In this way, smart contracts would be part of
the fabric of society which would in turn lower legal barriers,
slash transaction costs, cut the time to execute the contract, and
provide an opportunity to create new types of businesses. Szabo
was spot on in his predictions: today, as smart contracts develop
and replace some traditional contracts, they are reducing costs
and speed up execution, as the example of the bike has shown.

4. DEPLOYMENT ON THE BLOCKCHAIN?

If smart contracts are already in use, why there is so much
discussion about smart contracts on the blockchain?

The association between “smart contract” and “blockchain”
was popularized by the development of Ethereum blockchain1.
Solidity, the programming language for the Ethereum
blockchain, deploys the term “contract” instead of the
programming term “class,” to define small pieces of code that
identify specific operations. Another reason for the increased
popularity of the term “smart contract” is associated to the trust
created amongst participants by the blockchain: smart contracts
enable trust by allowing all participants to verify clauses of a
contract 2. To clarify this point further, let’s return to our example

1See https://ethereum.org/ (accessed April 4, 2020).
2The assumption is that participants can read code.
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of the smart bicycle rental. Someone renting a bicycle doesn’t
need to audit or even see the software that releases the bike and
collects the payment. If something does wrong, for example a
cyclist is overcharged, the rental company has a clear obligation:
to repay what is owed. Legally, this is because the software forms
part of an unwritten contract: consumers have rights under
English or EU law that protects them; such protection exists
regardless the ways in which the contract is implemented. In
the case of the smart bicycle rental, the electronic payment
software is simply there to speed up an otherwise laborious
process. This highlights how smart contracts can be part of
a bigger legal contract framework, where some clauses are
automated. This is sometimes called smart contract code
(Clack et al., 2016).

By contrast, a smart contract on the blockchain is taken at face
value: it is piece of code that represents the terms of an agreement
among parties. The obligations are enforced via the consensus
process when the parties deploy the contract. A smart contract
on the blockchain enables participants to:

1. Inspect the code to ensure it meets the agreed clauses
2. Be reassured that an agreed contract, once registered on the

blockchain is tamper-proof
3. Be reassured (to a certain degree) the contract executes in the

same way for all participants

It is a well-known fact that code contains bugs, and smart
contracts are not an exception. There are several examples where
small bugs in smart contracts have had detrimental impacts
(Atzei et al., 2017; Magazzeni et al., 2017; Dingman et al.,
2019; Tai, 2019). Computer scientists have developed several
techniques to mitigate against bugs in software. As it is not
possible to provide full assurance that bugs cannot be eliminated,
the question is what is the impact of bugs in business? Who bears
the responsibility in case an execution goes astray? These are
some of the challenges, if, moving forward, we envisage a society
where smart contracts are part of contractual relationships.
Financial services are already moving in this direction (2017;
2018), and it is likely that over the next twenty years, other sector
will deploy smart contracts too.

5. OPEN CHALLENGES

Smart contracts come in different shapes and forms, and they
have evolved significantly since Nick Szabo described them
for the first time in 1994. There are fundamental scientific
questions and challenges already addressed by both solicitors
and computer scientists alike (Clack et al., 2016; De Filippi
and Hassan, 2016; Bod et al., 2018; De Filippi and Wright,
2018; Fenwick et al., 2019; Tai, 2019): if they are really new
it is important that the computing and legal community come
together and identify the unique features of smart contracts.
The literature on the topics is rather vast, and Law Societies
around the world are also taking positions (The LawTech
Delivery Panel, 2020), and collectively, the literature presents the
following challenges:

Legality Key questions:

• Is it possible to make smart contracts, where all the
clauses are written in code, legal in their own rights in
any legal jurisdiction?

• Is it possible that to speed up execution, some contracts
will be partially written in code, and remain legally
binding?

• What needs to change in the national or international
jurisdictions for any of these scenarios to become a
reality?

• Would this new technology require changes in the
international law?

Possible Research Topics The section would welcome
investigations on the legal barriers in jurisdictions
worldwide, that would prevent “smart contracts” to become
legally binding. Thorough surveys to discuss where such
barriers do not exists, and why, would also be of interest
not only to solicitors but technologists as well. Research
articles on how to modify international laws to make them
more amenable to the deployment of smart contracts will
be of great interest to the community.

Usability Key questions:

What would enable the wide usability of smart contracts,
meaning:

•• Would the coding part be written by solicitors rather than
programmers or software engineers?

• How it is possible to ensure that these kinds of contracts,
even in their simple form are understood by the general
public rather than experts?

• Will judges or other members in the legal profession need
to learn some computing to be able to evaluate cases?

Possible Research Topics The section would welcome
investigations, surveys or case studies on how the legal
profession needs to change to ensure the smart contracts
are considered in a “fair way” in the legal sectors This
research topics would connect with the recent discussion
on Legal Tech (Fenwick et al., 2019; The LawTech Delivery
Panel, 2020).

Impact Key questions:

• How would the deployment of smart contracts impact
society?

• Would smart contracts ensure better contractual
obligations or will they become a hindrance to some
parts of societies?

• What is the role of Governments in ensuring a fruitful
development blockchain technology and smart contract?

Possible Research Topics The section would welcome
investigations, surveys or case studies that discuss how the
digitalization of the legal profession, in particular via the
deployment of smart contracts, will not penalize part of
societies- for example people who are digitally illiterate.
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We would welcome comparative studies on the role of
Governments in various jurisdictions to ensure fairness of
the deployment of smart contracts and blockchain.

Security & Privacy Key questions:

• How can we ensure a unified framework for best practice
to protect the public from cybersecurity risks?

• What are the practical risks for the privacy of citizens?

Possible Research Topics The section would welcome
investigations, surveys or case studies that investigate
practical security measure to protect parties from hackers,
and ensure that the widespread deployment of smart
contracts will not lead to a “Big Brother” society.

It is crucial that members of the legal profession, social
and computer scientists come together to carry out practical

research to ensure that smart contracts will deliver the
benefits envisaged by Nick Szabo, and the development and
adoption of smart contracts will enable an equitable and
fair society.
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